CleanVue
Service Release Instructions
For cleaning and maintenance of Model XT and PX Door Systems
Tools Required:


Release Tool (S28‐0020)

To facilitate cleaning and maintenance, the XT and PX Models are equipped with the CleanVue feature that
enables the user, with the supplied release tool, to release pusbar/pushpad above the door face for cleaning
and removal when needed. The relase operation can be done without removing any parts, and it keeps the
pushbar/pushpad retained during this operation preventing assembly errors that could compromise the
peformance of the system.
Please contact the factory if further assistance is required.

CleanVue Release Instructions
With the door latched, and with the
pushbar/pushpad fully extended,
Insert supplied Release Tool
between the pocket cutout and top
corner of the latch‐side end cap.

Latch Side
End Cap

Move the tool inward following the
end cap. Once the tool clears the
bottom of the end cap, move the
tool sideways (approx. 3/8”) away
from where the tool was inserted.
The tool will engage the
Hold/Release link at this point.
Once in this position, press the tool
straight in to actuate the release
link. A slight inward push on the
pushbar or pushpad will relieve the
force required to release.
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CleanVue Release Instructions – Cont’d

Tool Engaged in
Hold/Release Link

Once released, the Pushbar/Pushpad
will rise above the door face. In this
position, the Pushpad/Pushbar can
be moved from side to side while
still being retained.
If the Pushbar/Pushad needs to be
removed, the four end caps screws
will also be exposed in this mode.

End Cap screw

Close up view showing the release
tool engaging the release link.

When complete, position the
Pushbar/Pushpad over the pocket in
the door face and push straight in.
This re‐enables the Hold/Release
Link keeping the bottom of
Pushbar/Pushpad below the door
face.
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